CHANGING TOILET HABITS
Hearing Famous Moses Could Profoundly Benefit Our World
Please share
If you care
But too few read
And too few heed

Meanwhile people suffer
And pollution gets rougher
And soil gets depleted
And gardens defeated

Moses, who many religions around our world deeply respect gave command saying, "And thou shalt
have a paddle upon thy weapon; and it shall be, when thou wilt ease thyself abroad, thou shalt dig therewith,
and shalt turn back and cover that which cometh from thee:" (Deuteronomy 23:13, AV). Even now thousands
of years later, following the essence of Moses' command in various modernized manners, could provide
profound benefits for millions in our needlessly polluted world.
Regarding toilet manners, because of them being often repeated and necessary performances, many
types of toilet habits and traditions have become strongly established around our world. Some of these although
very established, are miserably unsanitary. Further, although various toilet traditions may have worked in the
past, as population increases improved manners are often needed. Regardless of the fact that many people,
because of being deeply accustomed to past manners, may see no need to change, such certainly does not mean
their society's toilet traditions are good or satisfactory. Babies and very young children are outstanding
examples of being accustomed to unsanitary habits and seeing no need to change. These little ones for a year or
two simply urinate and defecate into their diapers, or anywhere, and what a challenge it is to get them to change
their manners, although soon they will seem ridiculous to them. Likewise, too often adults neither see a need to
turn from unsanitary toilet traditions that exist around our world. Like children in diapers accustomed to filth,
not knowing what improved sanitation could be theirs, many unfortunate adults around our world live in filth
and neither understand or realize the improved sanitation that could easily be theirs, their children's, and
people's.
Human waste, rather than polluting the world, and inflicting it with foul odor, disease, and death, if
managed properly, rather could readily be refreshing the land, and providing fertile soil and flourishing gardens.
Even the feces, the messy and hazardous portion of human waste, which is said to cause more than 2000 deaths
daily, can easily be dealt with. If the feces is kept apart from the urine and has a small amount of soil added, it
then is quite dry, is amazingly odor free, and can easily be contained until most all pathogens expire, and it is
decomposed and safe for fertilizer. Further it is a momentous issue that the urine (being 90 percent of human
waste) is largely sterile, if kept apart from the feces, and almost immediately a safe and effective fertilizer,
being high in the very same three elements that commercial fertilizer contains. Further a very simple toilet
named the Moslet, being so simple it embodies little more than 2 or 3 buckets, can separate the urine and feces
as needed. Even further this toilet using only two cups of soil per defecation, and with basically no chemicals
or water, can be so odor free it can be used indoors as well as outdoors. The Moslet toilet with a blower that is
turned on while being used, has been set up in a kitchen and dining room area, to get people to notice, and prove
it can be odor free. Further the soil-feces waste carried away from the toilet, within a year is composted
sufficiently to be carried back again to sanitarily block new waste (as well as to be used for fertilizer).
The worst human waste management is to allow feces to infect liquids and then allow those infected
liquids to seep and drain about out of control. Yet such management of human waste is often what occurs in
our world. The feces freely infects the urine, the infected urine freely gets into and infects rain water, and soon
wells, streams, and rivers are infected with human feces. Further water is often intentionally added to the feces,
as a means to flush the feces a slight distance away, which infected water is then not properly contained or
controlled. In addition, toilet pits too often are full of feces and urine, with water then overflowing the pit,
adding to the disaster. May people be spared of such pollution and manners, and rather experience the
sanitation that could easily be theirs with a little change and the counsel of Moses. May we honor Moses and
his command to block feces with soil, rather than allowing feces and water contaminated therewith to pollute
our world. Please see www.LiftUpThePoor.com for more information.

